You\'ve been hearing that these are nearly impossible times to start a practice. There are fewer children, more orthodontists, more non-orthodontists who are providing orthodontic care, and even several avenues for do-it-yourself orthodontics. But despite the gloom, you decide you\'ve got to open your own place. You want your own patient following, with your own equity and the latitude to run things your way, even if it takes a while to cultivate. You review the distribution of the orthodontists in the area and find space in the town where you think you can succeed. Many of the dentists in your local society are pessimistic about your plan---partly out of their interest in preserving their own patient pool, and partly owing to their genuine belief that these are hard times. At 1 of the local dental society meetings, an established periodontist, however, walks up to you with a glass of wine and welcomes you to the professional community. As the conversation evolves, she encourages you to stake out on your own. She introduces you to the oral surgeon and the endodontist to whom she refers, both of whom are present at the meeting. As you depart, she invites you to her study club and offers to host you and your spouse at her office to see her facility. You promise to get together in the future.

"Ubuntu" is a Zulu term meaning "humanity toward others."[@bib1] The word and concept gained acclaim in post-apartheid South Africa to represent the new leadership\'s intent to amalgamate the nation\'s diverse races and ethnicities. Ubuntu represents a collection of beneficial virtues that elevate humanity. It stands for the concept that each individual is part of the whole and is integral to society, with the potential to contribute to the future and well-being of the community. Ubuntu calls for morals that conform to society\'s highest standards: promoting kindness, generosity, respect for others, trust, and unselfishness. Ubuntu advances outreach toward others through generosity and consideration of others\' needs.

The recent worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has produced some stark revelations about the nature of humanity. In the United States and possibly in other countries as well, many began to hoard essential supplies needed to curtail the spread of the disease or items essential to life in general. One selfish individual traveled 1300 miles between 2 states to strip supply shelves of as much hand sanitizer and antibacterial wipes as possible. He stockpiled them into a storage unit with plans to sell the sanitizer, for example, at prices of up to \$70 per bottle.[@bib2] Shoppers cleaned out supermarkets and retail outlets to hoard basic food staples such as bread, milk, bottled water, and even toilet paper in quantities that would outlast many months of need. And despite widespread advice to refrain from large gatherings, many youthful Americans who believe they have resistance to the risks of the virus still congregated without considering the potential of carrying the virus to elder acquaintances or relatives."*It was the best of times, it was the worst of times; it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness...*Charles Dickens[@bib3], 1812-1870"

Now is the time to re-embrace the Ubuntu philosophy, even in the smallest of ways, for the benefit of the common community. It\'s a tale of the individual standing for the whole.

Dentistry and orthodontics are a microcosm of the world, of America, and of our communities. We must collectively re-embrace the feeling of common community among us as orthodontists. We must weigh what we say about each other before we say it. We must refrain from criticism that detracts from us all. We must realize that what we do in our lives affects others---even professionally. We need to elevate each other for the good of us all.

If there was ever the time to resurrect the Golden Rule, the time is now.
